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Dorms' billing
rules changed
by Mike Mclntyre
staff reporter

A new group billing policy
adopted by the Office of Residence Life takes a different apE roach to billing for residence
all damages.
Group billing will occur only if
the individual or individuals responsible for damages are not
identified, said Fayetta Paulsen, associate vice president for
Academic Affairs - residential
services.
The new group billing policy is
a much more equitable way of
billing for damages than the
previous Residence Life policy,
she said.
"Damages used to be charged
to everyone equally through
their room rent at the beginning
of the semester," Paulsen said!
"This new-policy asks the individuals responsible to pay
rather than spread it out over
8000 students. *
The Residence Life policy on
group billing states damages
are limited to the interior of the
living unit and include litter and
trash abuse.
"Damage is anything that
costs money to clean up or replace," Paulsen said.
She added the new policy will
aid in the identification of the
individuals responsible for the
<L mages. "People may be interested in saving their money by

Kr pressure or just by turning
individual in if they know
who did it (the damage)," Paulsen said.
THE POLICY states that student rooms are the responsibility of the students who reside in
them, but damage in an area
common to a given floor or wing
will be charged to all of the
residents of that floor or wing
and damage in areas common to
the entire living unit will be
assessed to all the residents of
the unit.
Damage committees are set
up in each residence hall to
define the limits of each wing or
floor, to define all of the building's common areas and to hear
appeals on procedural error.
According to Paulsen, residents are responsible for their
given areas and will still be
billed if a non-resident does
damage and is not identified.
"All we can do is try to find
out who did it," she said. "If we
don't, the residents will be
billed."
Paulsen said billing for damages is done through the Bursar's office at the end of each
semester or when the resident
checks out of the living unit.
She said the University has
used the group billing policy in
other forms in the past, but
added it was in isolated instances and not a campus-wide
policy.

Gotcha!

Reagan, Mondale meet

Candidates to debate
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan and Walter Mondale will meet in 90-minute
televised debates on Oct. 7 in
Louisville, Ky., and Oct. 21 in
Kansas City, Mo., the League of
Women Voters said at a news
conference yesterday.
The first presidential debate
will cover the economy and domestic issues, the second defense and foreign policy, said
Dorothy Ridings, league president.
Ridings said the debates
would include a moderator and
four questioners, probably all
journalists.
She added the league had proposed that only a single moderator appear with the candidates,

but Reagan campaign officials
had insisted throughout the neSotiations on the panel of quesoners.
Mondale signaled in July he
would like tough questions from
journalists, but in negotiations
his campaign aides sought the
single moderator format.
Neither the moderators nor
the questioners have been selected. Ridings said a list of
possible participants will be
drawn up by the league and
submitted to both campaigns.
SHE SAID the three cities
were selected from among 10
given serious consideration by
the league.
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Four year-old Timmy Hayward gets fingerprinted by Sargeant Ralph
Bratt. University Police officer in the Forum of the Student
Services building last Saturday. The Bowling Green State University
Crime Prevention Unit has arranged for every university employee to

Both debates will begin at 9
6.m. EST, and will be broadcast
ve by the three major television networks, she said.
Sources familiar with the debate negotiations who spoke on
the condition that they not be
identified said Mondale won the
longer, 90-minute debate he
sought, but lost his wish for
more than two presidential debates and a format that permitted more of a face-to-face
confrontation with Reagan.
The dates selected marked a
compromise between the candidates. Reagan's strategists
wanted the debate series over
early, and Mondale's aides'
pushed for dates closer to the
election.

Mistakes made in budget
by Benjamin Marrison
staff reporter

An incorrect insurance calculation by University Treasurer
Paul Nusser cost the University
more than $522,000.
"It was my mistake, no question," he said. "But we (the
University) have taken the steps
necessary to take care of it."
Nusser said it began in 1961,
when he decided money being
Said by the University to the
shn Hancock Insurance Company could be better used here.
The money we were being paid
as dividends from John Hancock
were not as great as the interest
we would make on it here,"
Nusser said.
He explained the insurance
company had to pay property
taxes on its assets at the end of
the year in addition to federal

Art professor
finds 'sherds*
by Shelly Trusty
reporter

Art history professor John
Lavezzi spends his summers
in Greece surrounded by
thousands of tiny pieces of
pottery. The pottery pieces,
called sherds, are his link
with the ancient people of
Corinth.
Lavezzi said he has worked
as an archeologist at the
American Center for Classical Studies at Athens' Corinth
site for more summers than
he can remember. His specialty is Neolithic Greek pottery and he spends much of
his time matching pot sherds
together.
"'It's a great triumph after
1,000 pieces of pottery to find
one that fits," Lavezzi said,
"and I run up the stairs
screaming, 'I've got a join,
I've got a join.' "

Prof. John Lavezzi
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Lavezzi and his colleagues
on the "dig" at Corinth have
had some significant finds.
They found a Neolithic alley
way and a rubbish dump
filled with pot sherds. The
dump was significant because it had not been contam-

have their children fingerprinted and be entertained by McGruff,
the "Take a Bite Out of Crime" dog. The project "Fingerprinting
Children" will be held every Saturday in the Forum through Nov. 3,19B4
Irom 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and is open to townspeople as well.

inated by the dumping of
later Corinthians.
"THAT DUMP was the
'linen pin' that helped me pin
down the chronology and date
some of the stuff I had,"
Lavezzi said.
One of the pots found at
Corinth is a ceremonial vessel with four legs. Similar
pots have been found all the
way up the coast of the
Adriatic Sea.
"No one is sure what it was
used for," Lavezzi said, "but
we are sure that the people of
Corinth had contact with the
people of the far northwest."
Lavezzi said Corinth was a
well-known city in ancient
Greece. "It was very famous
for it's temple prostitutes,"
he said. The prostitutes were
servants of Aphrodite, the
Greek goddess of love, and
they lived in a temple on top
of a hill known as Acro-Corinth.
"What better way for a
sailor to make an offering to
the gods and have some fun at
the same time," Lavezzi said.
Lavezzi pays for the expeditions himself. "If you re
really into it and want to do it
for the rest of your life - you
do," he said.

taxes. But if the money was
being held by the University,
there would be no such taxes.
"We would make more money
if it were here because they
(John Hancock) could only pay
us 5 percent interest," he said.
So the University stopped sending extra money to the insurance company for emergencies
and kept it in a University account.
WITH THE extra money at
the University, Nusser decided
contract employees were paying
more insurance money than
needed. He figured out how
much money they would pay
after a decrease. Upon figuring,
Nusser forgot to include the
monthly major medical payment in his tabulations.
That created the $522,000
shortage.

Nusser discovered the mistake in June 1984, when he noticed too much money in one
account and very little in another. He said he used the
money not being sent to the
insurance company to cover the
loss.
"The faculty really benefited
from the mistake," Nusser said.
"They received three years of
free major medical and can now
decide whether to have family
coverage or individual coverage."
In general, the cost of insurance for the faculty has increased drastically, Nusser
said. "But if they (the faculty)
would have had to make up what
they didn't pay, the monthly
payments would be even
larger."

Detroit UAW strikes
cost GM $27 million
a day; talks continue
DETROIT (AP) - Picket lines
halted work at 11 General Motors Corp. assembly plants and a
research center as local strikes
took effect yesterday, costing
the company up to $27 million a
day.
Meanwhile, GM negotiators
and the United Auto Workers
union met until about 5 a.m.
yesterday in Detroit and
glanned to resume national conact talks this morning.
Yesterday was the first scheduled workday since about 62,000
UAW workers struck over local
contract issues at midnight Friday, when the old national contract expired.
Several hundred workers at a
California plant walked off the
job despite settlement of their
strike a day earlier.
About 4,000 workers at a Chevrolet Camaro and Pontiac Firebird assembly plant in Van
Nuys, Calif., members of Local
645, settled their local contract
Sunday, but efforts to resume
production were short-lived.
About 85 percent of the 2,100

day-shift workers showed up for
their jobs, but "several nundred" went to lunch yesterday
and didn't return to the assembly line, said Pete Beltran, president of the local.
THE UAW has said the strikes
could end whenever each union
local votes to return to work.
Under a national strike, workers
might not return until after a
tentative agreement was ratified, a process that could take
two weeks, the union said.
The union extended the national contract covering 350.000
GM production workers while
continuing to negotiate job security and wages.
The strike affects plants
which produce some of GM's
most popular models.
"If It continues in the current
mode, where they've closed
down the most profitable onethird of their current production, my guess is they'll lose
about $150 million a week below
what they would earn," said
David Healy, automotive analyst for Drexel Bumham Lambert Inc. in New York.
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Editorial
Pres. should show
voters budget plan
President Reagan last week needed no fancy
charts to present his plan for a balanced budget.
"It's as simple as this," the president said,
positioning his left hand above his right. "If the
rate of increase in spending can be brought down,"
moving his left hand down as he said it, "and the
rate of revenues climb," moving his right hand up,
"those two lines have to meet."
That statement by the president comes on the
heels of Walter Mondale's assertion that Reagan
has no viable plan for balancing the federal budget.
Coming from a man who has run up the highest
federal deficit in this country's history, an off-thecuff remark like Reagan's can be somewhat scary.
Walter Mondale submitted his plan to dry up the
Reagan administration's rising tide of red ink; the
president should do so too.
Mondale's proposed spending cuts and tax increases will, by his account, trim the projected $263
billion deficit to $86 billion by 1989.
His plan calls for $105 billion in spending cuts and
revenue increases phased in over four years: $25
billion from the military, including scrapping the
MX missile and B-l bomber, and $20 billion from
domestic programs, including $12 billion from
Medicare. These and other cuts total $75 billion.
Reagan claims the Mondale plan is nothing but a
tax package. Obviously it is not, because only 10
percent of the renenues raised would be from taxes.
The average American would pay less than $50
more a year to pay for Reagan's poor financial
management of the federal government, according
to Mondale.
This may or may not be true. The Democratic
plan may or may not work. But for right now it's
the best answer the American people have to the
deficit problem, since all we're getting from our
president is rhetoric.

Coffee: Who says it's
what i'we" choose

Abortion in the '84 elections
by Betty Anne Williams
The explosive issue of aborUon, with its emotional polarization of both opponents and
proponents, is threatening to
overshadow war and peace, deficits and even taxes in the presidential campaign.
It is an issue fraught with
pitfalls for politicians: a no-win
issue that most candidates for
elected office generally try to
avoid because of the strong feelings on both sides.
But abortion has become an
issue, especially in vice presidential politics this year, as
Democrat Geraldine Ferraro
struggles with her church's disapproval of her pro-choice stand
and Vice President George Bush
tries to rectify his largely forgotten differences with President
Reagan on abortion.
Ferraro, Walter Mondale's
running mate, has taken most of

: It's was around 5:30 and I
wandered into the News office
and set down my typical cup of
hot coffee along with an oatmeal-raisin cookie on the desk
and took a seat in front of a
terminal to begin another tough
night of copy-editting.
"Ehheww! How can you
drink that stuff ? ".one of my
fellow editors whined.
"I like it!,"I said.
' 'How can you stand the taste
of it? My parents drink it, and
I've tried it but I just don't like
it," the editor said.
"It's an 'acquired taste' like
drinking scotch straight up.
You've got to get used to it to
appreciate it," I replied.
Drinking coffee is very similar to drinking good straight
scotch, some people truly enjoy
drinking it, others can't understand how the drinkers are able
to stomach it, and a third type
drinks the stuff but covers up the
taste with ice and water, or I
should say sugar and a non-dairy creamer product.
A highly placed official with
the University Union, who spoke
only on the condition that his
name not be used, said that in
the Union people drink "a lot" of
coffee. He added that on an
average day 50 percent or more
of the Union customers enjoy a
cup of coffee.

The official estimated that
the entire Union (the Falcon's
Nest, Prout cafeteria, the
Pheasant Room, plus any catered events) uses about 3,500
cups a day.
Thirty-five hundred cups
doesn't mean much until you
think about how that translates
into gallons. If they were sixounce cups it is over 164 gallons
of the steaming black beverage,
which equals more than 11 beer
kegs. And thats just an average
day for the Union.
Drinking coffee seems to be
an "adult" thing to do. There is
a certain coming of age involved in drinking it, and college
students drink quite a bit of it.
That is because we, the college students of America, are
"the new coffee achievers ...
the movers and the shakers,"
that the television commercials
with Cincinnati Bengals quarterback Kenny Anderson - although he's almost 40 - and
gymnast Kurt Thomas are
speaking about.
We are the sucessful, new
leaders of tomorrow who are
now surviving college and just
living on dread, vitamin C and
caffiene.
Joe Phelan is a copy editor
for the News and a junior photojournalism major from Maumee, Ohio.
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ing differences with the president over abortion. Bush said he
favors letting a woman obtain
an abortion u she was raped, if
she was an incest victim or if her
life was in danger.
Reagan, however, has aligned
himself with backers of a proposed constitutional amendment
allowing abortion only if a woman's life is in jeopardy. And he
has given abortion foes hope by
pledging to do whatever possible
to end legalized abortion in the
United States.
Mondale has been equally
straightforward in his support
for choice.
"I believe the decision
whether to have a child is a very
personal one, and I agree with
the majority of Americans who
are pro-choice," Mondale says.
"We can all hold our personal
views on abortion, while
agreeing that the government
should nave no role in limiting

the choices available to women.
I oppose any constitutional
amendment or legislation that
would allow others to restrict or
limit a woman's right to choose
an abortion."
Even before Ferraro was put
on the defensive, it was clear
that, at a minimum, abortion
would be a recurring issue in the
background of the campaign.
Charges have been traded between the Mondale-Ferraro and
Reagan-Bush campaigns over
religion and politics, how Christian teachings should fit into
public policy.
Both the pro-abortion and
anti-abortion movements look
on the presidential election as
crucial to their cause.
Betty Anne Williams is a political correspondent for the Associated Press.

The "blue collar troubadour*'
by George F. Will

fey Joe Phelan

the heat thus far by becoming
embroiled in a dispute with the
fervently anti-abortion Roman
Catholic Church hierarchy. Her
well-publicized disagreement
with New York Archbishop John
J. O'Connor went to the heart of
Catholic doctrine on abortion
versus the attitudes of many
practicing Catholics.
O'Connor has accused Ferraro of misrepresenting the
church's unrelenting ban on
abortions.
The New York congresswoman maintains that, as a Catholic, she is personally opposed to
abortion but will not seek to
"impose my religious views"
through the law.
Hundreds of anti-abortion
picketers follow her while campaigning.
But Bush proved that the issue
can cut both ways when, in answering a question Tuesday, he
drew attention to his longstand-

My friend Bruce Springsteen.
OK, he's only my acquaintance, but my children now think
I am a serious person. I met him
because bis colleague Max
Weinberg and Max's wife Rebecca invited me to enjoy Max's
work, which I did. He plays
drums for Springsteen, who
plays rock and roll For purists, of
whom there are lots. For 10
shows in New Jersey, he recently sold 16,000 $16 tickets in
the first hour, all 202,000 in a
day. His albums can sell 1 million copies on the first day of
release.
This is rock for the United
Steelworkers, accompanied by
the opening barrage of the battle
of the Somme. The saintly Rebecca met me with a small
pouch of cotton - for my ears,
she explained. She thinks I am a
poor specimen, I thought. I
made it three beats into the first
number before packing my ears.
For the uninitiated, the sensory blitzkrieg of a Springsteen
concert is stunning. For the initiated, which included most of
the 20,000 the night I experienced him, the lyrics, believe it
or not, are most important.
Today, "values'' are all the
rage, with political candidates
claiming to have backpacks
stuffed full of them.
Springsteen's fans say his message affirms the right values.
Certainly his manner does.
Many of his fans regarded
me as exotic fauna at the concert (a bow tie and doublebreasted blazer is not the dress
code) and undertook to instruct
me. A typical tutorial went like
this:
Me: "What do you like about
him?"
Male fan: "He sings about
faith and traditional values."
Male fan's female friend,
dryly: "And cars and girls."
Male fan: "No, no, It's about
community and roots and perseverance and family."
She: "And cars and girls."
I have not got a clue about
Springsteen's politics, If any,
but flags get waved at his concerts while he sings songs about
hard times. He is no whiner, and
the recitation of closed factories
and other problems -always
seems punctuated by a grand,
cheerful affirmation: "Born in
the U.S.A.!"
"Friday night's pay night.

guys fresh out of work/ Talking
about the weekend, scrubbing
off the dirt .../ In my bead I
keep a picture of a pretty little
miss/ Someday mister I'm
gonna lead a better life than
An evening with Springsteen
-an evening tends to wash over
into the a.m., the concerts lasting four hours - is vivid proof
that the work ethic is alive and
well. Backstage there hovers the
odor of Ben-Gay: Springsteen is
an athlete draining himself for
every audience.
But, then, consider Max
Weinberg's bandaged fingers.
The rigors of dramming nave
led to five tendonitis operations.

He soaks his hands in hot water
before a concert, in ice afterward, and sleeps with tight
tloves on. Yes, of course, the E
treet Band is making enough
money to ease the pain. But they
are not charging as much as
they could, and the customers
are happy. How many American
businesses can say that?
If all Americans - in labor
and management, who make
steel or cars or shoes or textiles
- made their products with as
much energy and confidence as
Springsteen and his merry band
make music, there would be no
need for Congress to be thinking
about protectionism. No "domestic content" legislation is

needed in the music industry.
The British and other invasions
have been met and matched.
In an age of lackadaisical
effort and slipshod products,
anyone who does anything -anything legal - conspicuously well
and with zest is a national asset.
Springsteen's tour is hard, honest work and evidence of the
astonishing vitality of America's regions and generations.
They produce distinctive tones
of voice that other regions and
generations embrace. There
still is nothing quite like being
born in the U.S.A.
George F. Will is a writer for
the Washington Post Writers
Group.
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Plant gives campus power
by Don Lee
staff reporter

Pho, /Joe Phelan

Hoe down

°

Louie Konrad. of Grand Rapids, and Larry Heinze. of Waterville. clean the coal in the boilers every four
hours by scraping away the ash with a hoe like tool.

It's one of the most recognizable University structures - its
250-foot chimney could make it
the most obvious - but very few
students have been inside ft.
The University heating plant,
on Thurstin Street across from
the Administration Building,
provides steam power to heat
the entire campus around the
clock each day of the year.
It's the job of the 15-man
crew, headed by Chief Engineer
Bill Norris, to see the cycle is not
broken.
"Nobody wants to eat cold
food, take a cold shower or sit in
a cold classroom. We're a necessary evil," he said, laughing.
The plant's four boilers bum
coal by the semi-trailer load. It
takes two loads a day in the
spring and summer and as
many as six or eight in the
winter. That equals between 35

and 180 tons per day.
THE PLANT consumes 20,000
tons of coal a year at an average
annual cost of $800,000.
"It's an expensive department, but it's also necessary,"
Norris, who has been at the
plant for 12 years, said.
Steam is sent to campus
through an underground line to
Shatzel Hall and branches from
there to the rest of campus.
The plant does not provide
electricity to the campus; the
University and the city are on
the same power network.
Maintaining the plant is no
easy job; every two hours, 23
items ranging from water temperature to air pressure to antiscaling chemical levels for each
boiler must be checked. Twice a
day the boiler tanks must be
drained and residue flushed out.
Water levels must be maintained in all boilers.
"It's a profession." said engineer Bill Strasbaugh, gesturing

toward the three 40,000-pound
coal boilers filling one end of the
building. "You need the license
to run a boiler this size."
"AS LONG AS you take the
proper precautions, the job's not
that bad," Mark Genson, a plant
engineer for 4 1/2 years, said.
"You have to know what pipes
are hot before you reach out and
grab one."
Genson and his fellow engineers had to attend six hours of
school a week for three to four
months before taking a test for
their engineer's licenses. They
had to accumulate 1,800 hours of
working around boilers before
they could apply.
''About the only time it's a
pain is when you have to come in
during a blizzard while everyone
else is at home because work or
school's been closed," Genson
said. "We get coal outside frozen
in big chunks and we have to go
out and break it up."
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Here's the inside story
of our new
Buttermilk Biscuits
mi mad Mvt Baa*

B

University student dies
A University student died last
night from what is believed to be
natural causes.

with a friend in Harmon Hall in
Founders Quadrangle at 5:40
p.m. Casey had been playing
catch with a football earlier.

Rescue Squad, he was transported to Wood County Hospital
where he was pronounced dead
at 7:30 p.m.

According to Clifton Boutelle,
director of public relations,
James T. Casey, a freshman
from Westlake, was having difficulty breathing while talking

When Casey, a resident of 323
Darrow, did not respond to lifesaving efforts by Harmon hall
residents and the Bowling Green

Boutelle said an autopsy on
the body will be conducted this
I
by Dr. Roger Peatee,
ity Coroner.
Wood
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Faculty salaries increase
In an attempt to make the
University more competitive
with other academic institutions, 55 faculty members were
given "salary adjustments" totaling $70,000.
Dr. Eloise Clark, vice president for Academic Affairs, said
the average amount awarded

was $1,500, with the smallest
amount given being $100 and the
largest $3,500.
Clark said, "(At least one
faculty member from) each college on campus received something," but noted the majority of
the increases were seen in the
College of Business Administra-
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tion and the College of Arts and
Sciences.
"To be able to keep professors
here and to get new recruits,"
Clark said, "there had to be
salary increases to be able to
compete."
Dr. Robert Patton, dean of the
College of Business Administration, said, "We had to give the
faculty more money to remain
competitive."
The Faculty Salary Compression Committee, appointed to
compare salaries at the University with other institutions,
searched for those professors
most susceptible to being
"drafted."
The average salary for a professor at the University for the
1962-83 academic year was $36,043, while the national average
was $40,340. Figures for the 198384 or the 1984-85 year are not
available, Clark said.

Coupon Good

ATTENTION INTERESTED SENIORS •

10/2/84

-Now FeaturingFresh-Baked Buttermilk Biscuits Made From Scratch

"Use Our Convenient Drive Thru"

Kgntucky Fried Chicken
Port Clinton

(1020 N. Main - B.Q)
352-2061

Framont

Homecoming King and Queen Applications •
are now available in the UAO office located on the •
3rd Floor of Union. Applications are due by 5:00
p.m., Friday, Sept. 28.
For more information, call 372-2343.

I

Dollars
Scholars
for

A Student Loan from
State Home Savings
is Your Smartest
Choice Today!

Better yet, call our student loan
department, toll free 1-800-282-1074
(352-5226 in Bowling Green) or tear out
the coupon and we'll send you an
application and the facts about our
Guaranteed Government Student Loans.

If you or someone in your family is
+
Please send me the facts and a Stuheading to college, graduate, technical ^
dent Loan Application.
or vocational school, higher eduction
\
need not be a financial burden. A low
\ Name
cost student loan from State Home
Savings makes it easy during school and
after graduation. The annual percentage
rate is surprisingly low...much less than
conventional loan market rates.
To make it even easier, we have several
repayment plans tailored to your needs.
Our student loan program is open to
families of all income levels, without
exception.

DISCOVER THE Mjjjj
NOW OPEN FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
6 p.m. to midnight is well as
Sunday thru Thursday

THIS IS YOUR CHANGE TO GET A

FREE
ICE
CREAM
CONE
WITH THE PURCHASE ? OF
A SANDWICH I BEVERAGE

So if you're planning to continue your
education, see us for a no-hassle, low
interest student loan.

State Home Savings

THIS OFFER GOOD
THRU OCT. 20
FRI& SAT NIGHTS
ONLY

BOWLING GREEN • PERRYS8URG • MAUMEE • PEMBERVILLE • SWANTON
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Bookstore exhibits Commons fire lane parking serious
shunned book titles
thought dangerous
by April McClellan
staff reporter

by Jolene Aubel
staff reporter

"The Merriam-Webster
Dictionary." "Oliver Twist."
"Gone with the Wind." "Alice
in Wonderland."
These books are a few of
the titles which have been
considered dangerous or
questioned for their content,
according to a national campaign against the banning of
such books.
The campaign focuses on
making people aware books
are still being banned in the
United States, said Dallas
Brim, tradebook manager at
the University Bookstore.
As part of Banned Books
Week, the Bookstore has set
up an exhibit displaying titles
which have been banned or
questioned for their content.
This is the second year the
University has participated
in this event.
"We want to encourage the
freedom to read," Brim said.
Thomas Klein, professor of
English, supports the book
exhibit. "I have been a longtime defender of our liberty to
read what we choose," he
said. "I'm quite pleased the
University Bookstore is going
public on such an important

Issue as our civil liberties."
"WE WANT people to take
advantage of their freedom of
speech and choice bv having
the right to choose what they
want to read," Brim said.
Groups ban books for many
reasons. According to "Caution! Some People Consider
These Books Dangerous,"
"The Merriam-Webster Dictionary" was banned from a
New Mexico classroom because the book defines
"obscene words." "The Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn," by Mark Twain, was
challenged in a Pennsylvania
school as being a "racist"
novel, the book said. It also
said "The Shining," by SteCKing, was challenged
use ''the story contains
violence, demonic possession
and ridicules the Christian
religion."
Other authors of books on
the banned list include Nathaniel Hawthorne, Ernest
Hemingway and Alfred
Hitchcock.
The program was co-sponsored by the American Booksellers Association, the
National Association of College Stores and three other
national organizations.

Motorists parking illegally in
the fire lane next to the Northeast Commons could be a threat
to any emergency situation arising in that area, said Jean Yarnell, director of the parking and
traffic division of the Department of Public Safety/Police.
Cars illegally parked in this
area could prohibit an emergency vehicle from entering the
area, which could cause serious
injury or death, she said.
In incidents this year and in
previous years, cars parked ille-

gally in this area have made it
difficult for emergency vehicles
to enter the area.
"Illegally parked cars around
these areas, especially on
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
nights, could result in serious
injury or death or substantial
loss of University property if
emergency vehicles are unable
to reach the area," Yarnell said.
Illegally parked cars often
belong to persons attending
functions in the Commons or
visitors and residents of fraternity houses surrounding the
area.

"FRATERNITIES AND
party-goers aren't utilizing lots
and are entering illegally down
the one-way Commons causeway," Yarnell said.
People parking in this area
were issued a $25 parking ticket
in the past. Now, Yarnell said
violators' cars will be towed at
the owner's expense in addition
to the $25 parking ticket.
There are available parking
lots in the area to accommodate
registered vehicles.

Tuesday Special
Corduroy Jumpers
/' NA^XAsst. styles - colors
" *Reg.$30.00-$34.00
$

22. 99

f-^ou/aer f uff
525 Ridge

*

These cars may be parked in
U)t A between Kohl and Hanna
halls or Lot G, north of the
Commons. However, parking in
these lots is restricted to certain
hours and days.
Motorists also should stay out
of fire lanes and loading areas,
Yarnell said.
People unsure about available
parking areas on campus can
K; a map of these areas In the
blic Safety Building.

Hairways

"HERE FOR ALL YOUR
HAIR NEEDS"

ATTENTION!!
First Time Customers
IBring in this AD and get

L FREE SHAMPOO
* Donna

Located
in Stadium
Plaza

* Debbie
*Diann
352-2107

1 st block W of McDonald Dorms

Dateline
Tuesday, Sept. 18

IABC - The International Association of Business Communicators (formerly PRSSA) will
hold its first organizational
meeting today at 8 p.m. in 114
Education Building. Old and
new members are encouraged to
attend. IABC is open to anyone
interested in public relations
and the field of business communication.
ASM Meeting - The University
Student Chapter of the Association for Systems Management
invites all MIS majors and other
interested students to attend this
year's first meeting. A general
introduction to the club will be
today at 7:30 p.m. in 115 Education Building.
Nutrition Consulting - The Student Wellness Center is sponsoring a free nutrition consulting
service noon to 2 p.m. in 220
Health Center.

SURVIVAL
_, THERE* GOT TO I
**+!*+
BETTER WtVI

i!>*

0W*

WANTED:

USG Poll Workers for
Sept. 20 Election
: . II
I

■

'

j BJ's Food Emporium
143 E. Wooster
352-7603

Order Nachos
& Get a FREE
Taco
Expires 9^2/84_

There is. One free Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamics lesson wM prove H to you. today take
the free Reading Dynamics lesson and you can
dramatically increase your reading speed in that
one free lesson.
128 N. MAIN/ DOWNTOWN

MCA RECORDS
NIGHT RANGER
MIDNIGHT MADNESS

Why let the responsioWties thai.
demands deprive you of enjoying the college life?
With Reading Dynamics you can hands* both-

all the reading you're expected to do and know*
plus still have time to do what you want to do.
today you can increase your reading speed,
dramaocaty at the free Reading Dynamics
lesson, you've got nothing to lose but a lot of
cramming and sleepless nights. Reading Dynamics.
Now you know there Is a better way. Take the
free lesion and kiss your "No-Snooze" goodbye.

SCHEDULE OF FREE LESSONS
LOCATION: BEST WESTERN FALCON PLAZA
1450 E. WOOSTER ST.
TUESDAY 9/18 12pm, 2pm, & 4pm
WEDNESDAY 9/19 2pm, 4pm, & 6pm
CHOOtl TIM DAY AMD THITIMI MOST CONVINIINT PON YOU. AIMRVATIONR AM MOT NICiaSARY
MM PURTHIR INFORMATION, RLIAM CALL IMOI 447-RIAD

13 EVELYN WOOD REAPING DYNAMICS
Along with thousands
of other great selections.
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Hepatitis clearing

City residents informed

Council seeks better relations
The City-University Residential Relations Committee
was organized by the city in
cooperation with University officials to "improve relations for
both permanent residents and
temporary student residents in
the neighborhoods near campus," Quinn said.

by Don Lee
staff reporter

Bowling Green City Council
President John Quinn and two
other Council members will be
going door-to-door in the neighborhoods near the campus Tonight to inform residents about a
The committee was formed as
new city committee dedicated to
improving relations between off- a result of discussions in June
campus students and long-time between city and University offiresidents of those neighbor- cials requested by Mayor Bruce
Bellard. largely in response to
hoods.
*********************

t
*
*
*

m Smiths
HALLMARK AND

|*

OFFICE SUPPLY

large of f-campus parties such as
"Manville Madness", Quinn
said.
"(The parties) are primarily
a city problem since they
usually occur off- campus/'
Quinn said. "I'd like to emphasize the intent is not to lean
on the students but to improve
relations for both sides. The
student population and the longtime residents tend to see things
differently."

*

IN OTHER action, Council
voted not to accept donation of a
mausoleum in Oak Grove Cemetery on Ridge Street to the city.
Third Ward Councilman William Blair, chairman of the Municipal Lands and Buildings
Committee, said the mausoleum's state of disrepair, including structural deficiencies in the
roof, precluded the city's acceptance of the donation of the
building.

A "general ranee of problems" was discussed at the committee's first meeting, which
Quinn indicated he thought successful in his report to City
Council last night.
"We are very anxious (that
people know) this committee

ANEW
ODNTRACEPTIVE
IS HERE
TODAT

•25% off Assorted oil &
water colors
•Greeting cards & balloons
for all occassions
•Ziggy Dolls
* Hundreds of New gifts

MANAGEMENT CLUB MEETING
Tuesday, September 18
7:30 p.m. 121 Hayes
Election of Officers
and
Information Night

+C 170 S. Main (Downtown) I
352-6675
f.
*********************
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104 S. MAIN ST.
354-1232

Iradi

Winds

Any uno.ll 10" pizza
or large tub

Any medium 13" pizza
with TWO or more Item*

Any laig» 16" pizza
with TWO or more Items

mated as many as 25 people
could have contracted the disease, but only two were diagnosed as having it.
Hepatitis affects the liver.
It can cause anything from
nausea and vomiting to
death, Feeman said.
According to James Ryder,
Wood County Health Commissioner, the disease can be
transmitted through water
and by touch.
Ryder said the general public has no reason to be fearful
because there is a "fairly low
risk" involved in transmission of the disease.

*

I COME SEE US!!!*
*

has a positive charge," Quinn
said.
The second meeting will be
Oct. 17 at 4:30 p.m. in the council
chambers on the third floor of
the City Administrative Services Building, 304 North Court
Street.

The reported cases of HeKUtis Type A at Sundance
staurant have nearly been
cleared up, according to Dr.
William Feeman, a Bowling
Green general practitioner
formerly investigating the
case.
Feeman said there were
two persons who contracted
the virus. One man who had
the disease has been checked
and is allowed to return to
work. The other person is
recovering, but must still be
restricted from work, Feeman said.
The doctor originally esti-

TUESDAY NITE SPECIAL
SMOTHERED CHICKEN
$6.95

MILTON'S
Bowling Green's Pai ty Place

TUESDAY
LADIES NITE
II \l'l"i Morn PRK ES ALI Mil I ONGIII

FEATURING
little must Me imseiters
NO COVER

425 EAST
WOOSTER
STREET
PH0NE:352-8723
End of Summer
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Rax Sandwich I
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Fresh Luscious Domestic Delicious
TURKEY Muenster SWISS Eckrich
BREAST CHEESE CHEESE BOLOGNA

This offer not valid with any other
discount or coupon. Sales tax charged
where applicable. Offer
good at participating
RAX Restaurants only.
RESTAUKAJVTS |

1006 N. Main St. at Poe Rd.
Bowling Green
1-75 at RT. 20 -Perrysburg
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Kickers win second straight, 2-1
by Tom Reed
sports reporter

On Saturday Bowline Green's
soccer team fired 36 shots
against Wisconsin-Green Bay.
But with iust two minutes left in
the match, the frustrated Falcons had about as much success
scoring a goal as a blind man
threading a needle.
Finally, with 1:24 remaining,
Falcon striker Mark Jackson
slipped a shot through the needle's eye, and IS minutes into
overtime midfielder Nan Chul
Shin sewed up the win as BG
downed Wisconsin-Green Bay 21 in overtime at Cochrane Field.
"We were getting good scoring opportunities,
Falcon
coach Gary Palmisano said.
"We knew it was just going to be
a matter of time, but we almost
ran out time."
BG DOMINATED the game
from the opening kickoffT out
playing UW-GB in every phase
of the game. Prior to the match,
BG switched its player formation from a 4-4-2 to 4-3-3 in an
effort to generate a stronger
offensive attack. The move paid
off as the Falcons outshot UWGB 36-19.
The win evened BG's record
at 3-3 and moved them up a
notch in the Mid-East Regional
Soccer Conference to fifth, while
UW-GB slipped from third to
sixth.
The victory also gave BG a
measure of revenge for last
year's NCAA decision which
awarded the Phoenix a tournament bid over the Falcons even
though the teams tied in Green
Bay and BG finished with a
better record.
"We totally dominated them
today," Jackson said. "We got
them back for last year and I
hope this year's NCAA decision
comes down to today's game."
JACKSON ALONE peppered
UW-GB's goalie with 16 shots
while putting 12 of BG's 17 shots
on goal.
Yet, with all the shooting the
Falcons could not score. Jackson said after Green Bay scored
an early goal it packed in its
defense and made it hard for BG

to get clear shots from short
range.
However, late in the game
UW-GB's strategy backfired.
Off a corner kick from Falcon
Larry Valbueno the ball was
deflected by several players. In
the crowded goal area BG fullback Pat Kenney gained possession and heeled the ball to
Jackson who fired it through a
maze of players into the net.
With all the congestion in
front of the Phoenix goal,
throughout the day, came a lot
of physical play and two minutes
into overtime UW-GB's David
Braun was ejected for striking
Falcon Tod Johnson in the face.
Braun's ejection would prove
critical because it left UW-GB
shorthanded for the remainder
of the match.
AT THE 14:21 mark an unguarded Chul Shin drilled a
missed Dennis Wesley header
East UW-GB keeper Jorge
ravo for the game-winner.
BG's potent offensive attack
was much to the liking of Falcon
sophomore goalie Terry Ginley.
Ginley made his first start replacing injured Kim Bucher,
who had started the last 25
games until he sprained his ankle last Wednesday in the win
over Marquette.
Ginley faced 19 shots and
made eight saves, not bad for a
guy whose only prior experience
had been 35 minutes in the Marquette match. Ginley was admittedly nervous, and said the
backfield deserved a lot of credit
for his performance.
While Ginley made very few
major mistakes, it was his errent clearing pass which set up
Green Bay's goal. Ginley's pass
was intercepted by Braun, who
made a quick centering pass to
fullback Dave Porco. As Porco
was about to shoot he was
tripped by Chul Shin and
awarded a penalty kick, which
he converted at the 3:04 mark.
BG, who has won three out of
its last four games, concludes its
three game homestand, tomorrow, when they play OW at 3:30
at Cochrane field.

BG News/Phil Masturzo
Bowling Green's Tod Johnson (right) battles Green Bay's Todd Williams for possesion of the ball in last
Saturday's game. The Falcons went on to win 2-1 in overtime.

Offense silent as
BG loses, 31-14
by Steve Qulnn
assistant sports editor

Yes, even Brian McClure
can have bad days on the
field, and in the case of last
Saturday's game against Oklahoma State, Rod Brown and
Mark Moore can claim reSonsibility for the day Mcure would like to forget.
Both Brown and Moore returned interceptions for
touchdowns, keying the Cowboys' 31-14 victory over the
Falcons.
With OSU leading 14-7.
Moore's theft came with 2:36
remaining in the second quarter. BG, on its own eight yardline, had a second down and
three situation when Moore
caught McClure's pass on the
17 and took it in for a touchdown, giving OSU a 21-7 lead
going into the half.
IN THE third quarter, The
Falcons had a chance topull
within seven when Chris
Hartman recoverd a Thurman Thomas fumble and returned it to OSU's nine
yardline.
The Cowboys' defense held
BG in check and forced a
third-and-nine before Brown
Sicked off his second pass of
le day on the seven yardline,
and raced the length of the
field. Brown's first arial theft
came on BG's first series.
McClure finished the day with
19 completions in 41 attempts
and four interceptions.
"It was not one of my better games," McClure said. "I
wish we would have scored
when we had the ball in scoring territory, but instead I got
intercepted and they scored.
That took the wind out of our
sails."
BG's touchdowns came in
the second and fourth quarters. On the first score, the
Falcons answered one of
Denny Stolz' questions about
sustaining a long drive. They
scored on an 11-play, 78-yard
drive, and during that drive
McClure completed five
passes for 59 yards.
THE SECOND score went

for 65 yards in seven plays,
and came with 10:03 remaining. McClure completed the
drive with a 24-yard pass to
Stan Hunter.
It's a good thing Brown and
Moore provided the Cowboys
with the defense they needed
because their offense only
managed to score 17 points, a
big difference from the 39
scored agianst Arizona State
the previous week.
"Our offense never made
anything happen," OSU head
coach Pat Jones said. "We
were not sharp, and had no
continuity on offense. Every
time we'd set something
going, someting would happen - either a penalty or interception or something."
Linebackers Hartman and
Troy Dawson led the Falcons
in tackles with 17 and 11,
respectively. Dawson also intercepted two Rusty Hilger
passes in BG's defensive efforts. Hartman's efforts were
rewarded when Stolz nomi
nated him as BG's defensive
playeiM>f-the-week.

X-country
team is
fourth
by Phillip B. Wilson
sports reporter

The women's cross country
team had an encouraging
weekend after its participation in the nationally recognized Lady Lion Invitational
Saturday at State College,
Pennsylvania. The Falcons
finished fourth out of six
teams, but head coach Sid
Sink believes the women had
positive results.
Perm State won the event
with 45 points, followed by
Northwestern and IndianaPennsylvania, who finished
second and third with 67 and
74 points, respectively. The
Falcons had 79, while VirS'mia ended up with 122 and
test Virginia was last with
161.
"Under the circumstances
we ran well," Sink said. "It
was a good experience for our
team because a trip like that
helps in pulling us together
for the future.
"BEFORE THE the meet I
wasn't sure where we were
going, but I think we'll be
strong this year considering
our performance last weekend against stiff competition," he said.
Continuing her early season success was junior Sara
Collas who turned in the best
time for the lady harriers,
18:19, good for sixth place
overall. Senior Laura Murphy
followed close behind in
eighth place with a time of
18:25.
Running a fine race, senior
Pat Panchak came in 17th at
18:36 and coupled with the
performance of a talented
group of freshmen gave the
Falcons more depth to an
already talented senior
squad.
"Pat has really come on
for us and I think that with
her improvement and that of
senior Kathy Schenkel, who is
see X-country page 8

Spikers fight back to win two
by Karl Smith
sports reporter

The unorthodox style of Ohio
University and the quick starts
of Kent State were not enough to
spoil the volleyball team's first
weekend at home, as the Falcons overpowered both squads.
OU invaded Anderson Arena
on Friday and their unusual
style of play upset BG's tempo
"They (OU) sometimes send
the ball over when they're not
supposed to and that makes it
hard to block," Denise Van de
Walle said.
The first game was a see-saw
battle with the lead changing
hands five times, BG winning by
a final tally 15-12 . The Falcons
relied heavily on senior co-captains Tracy Livesey and Becky
Snider to keep them in the game,
which Snider ended with a service ace and another serve which
the Bobcats couldn't get over the
net.
OU FORGED OUT a 8-13 lead
in the second game and emerged
with a 13-15 win.
The Bobcats came out quickly
in game three, jumping out to a
1-6 lead. BG managed to tie the
score at 12, but could score no
more, losing 12-15.
DEFENSIVELY, BG
In game four Van de Walle
stopped what most people exstarted outside hitter freshman
pected to be a strong running
Jo Lynn Williamson who was
Same, especially from taii- inserted at the end of game
acks Shawn Jones and
three. Hitters Williamson, juCharles Crawford.
nior Deb Hopkins and sophoAgainst ASU both commore Lisa Berardinelli
bined for 239 of OSU's 337
combined with setter Livesey to
yards rushing. But, this time
control the fourth game. OU tied
the entire Cowboys running
the game at two but were shutgame was held to just 208
out for the distance as BG tied
yards on the ground.
the match with a 15-2 victory.
Jones, whose longest run
In the decisive fifth game, BG
was 18 yards, led his team
once again built a quick lead
with 116 yards on 25 carries
utilizing Williamson and Sterand one touchdown, while
ling Heights, Mich, freshman
Crawford finished with 19.
hitter Kristin Haewski . The
Falcons led by as much as ten
before freshman setter Barb
"We knew we could play
Baker (West Simsbury, Conn.)
them tough," Dawson said.
finished the game with a service
"Their offensive line was
ace, 15-5.
huge and came off the ball
"THE SCORES indicate that
hard. We're not used to that.
we have a strong desire to win,"
We play more against teams
Van de Walle said. "We lost our
thatpass."
aggresiveness at the net (in the
"Our defensive team
second match )and inserted Wilplayed a truly outstanding
liamson because of her strong
game and gave us a chance to
outside attack and she brought
win, Stolz said. "That should
us to life."
be commended."

"I was just hoping to get in
and pound the ball," Williamson
said. "Everything just worked
out well."
Williamson remained in the
starting line-up for Saturday's

confrontation with Kent and
made her presence felt again.
Williamson, in tandem with Livesey, helped the Falcons win
game one 15-12.
Berardinelli pushed BG out to

a 10-2 lead in game four, controling the net for the early part of
the game. Kent tightened the
score to 12-7, but Livesey came
from her setter position leading
BG to a 15-10 victory.

BG News/Phil Masturzo
Bowling Green's Laura Cramer (4) and Becky Snider go for the ball In last Friday's game against Ohio
University at Anderson Arena.
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Falcons capture a pair at home
by Phillip B. Wilson
sports reporter

The men's cross country team
improved its overall record to 32 after winning two of three
meets in a quadrangular competition Saturday at Forrest Creason golf course. The Falcons
defeated Eastern Michigan 2536, and Marshall 24-35, but lost to
conference favorite Ohio University, 18-40.
As expected, the Bobcats ran
a fine race, with most of their
squad in front at the finish.
Falcon head coach Mel Brodt
expected OU to be tough but
believes his Falcons could have
faired better.
"We were a little disappointed that we weren't closer to
them even though we knew they
would be conditioned well coming in," Brodt said. "But its
always nice to win early in the
season too."
THE EARLY season leader

for the Falcons continued to be traveling squad for the team's
senior Doug Hogrefe who fin- future road meets. This could
ished eighth with a time of 25:38,
prove to be a difficult task debesting senior co-captain Dan pending on how well the dual
Gruniesen and sophomore Scott meet with the defending MidWargo who tied for ninth at American Conference cham25:42. Hogrefe had the best per- pions goes on Saturday.
formance for the Falcon har"Those three meets will be a
riers the previous weekend determining factor but the Mir'nst Ohio State and Toledoami meet should help us because
re he came in third at 24:47. in a strictly straight dual meet,
After ninth place, the Falcons you know where you are ana
dropped off to fifteenth where what you have to improve on,"
senior Gaeten Girard came in at Brodt said.
25:59, followed by senior Doug
Sauers in 17th with a time of
"This meet will be the first
26:06. Rounding out the top nine, 10,000 meter event this year and
Tom Franek was 18th, senior co- we're looking for a fairly close
captain Jeff Boutelle twentieth, meet from Miami," Brodt saifreshman Dan Butchko twenty- d,"Even though they lost their
first, and Mickey DeChelOs top two runners to graduation
twenty-fifth.
and a couple more transfers, we
COMBINED WITH their per- expect a good meet"
formance in the first two outings
Looking ahead for the men's
and the dual meet against Mi- team, the Falcons will travel to
ami next Saturday, head coach Ball State for a triangular with
Brodt will have to decide which the Cardnals and Anderson Uninine runners will makeup the versity on September 29th.
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X-country

Iran page 7
one of our best runners in the
conference, we will be a
stronger team this year,"
Sink said.
IN ADDITION to the performance by Panchak, Helen
Poe turned in a fine time of
18:55, nosing out freshman
teammate Kathy Kubicki
who ran in a time of 19:00.
Kubicki and teammates Lori
Grey, Sherry Mathews, Karen Arko, and Karen Haney
head one of the strongest
freshmen classes the women
harriers have ever had.
"They give us more depth
than last year and with their
improvement could contribute in making this year's
team a close knit, large team
effort," Sink said.
Next weekend proves to be
a showdown between the Falcons and Western Michigan,
who finished a point behind
Bowling Green Last year for
the Mid-American Conference Championship.
"They took one, two. three,
last year in the conference
but didn't have the depth that
we did, so hopefully this year
we will be able to break up
their group with one of our
own." Sink said.

Careers In Management
That Start
In Management.
Why work your way up to management, when you can start in
management? We have immediate openings with decisionmaking authority in challenging fields like electronics,
inventory control and purchasing, engineering, personnel
administration, and system analysis.
You get the sophisticated techincal and management training
together with the kind of responsibility it takes to turn a job
into a challenging career.
To qualify, you must have a BA or BS, be no more than 27
years of age, and pass aptitude and physical tests. You must be
a U.S. citizen and qualify for security clearance. Relocation is
required.
The benefits are good. They include 30 days' paid vacation
earned each year, low-cost medical/dental/life insurance, plus
a host of tax-free incentives. Dependents' benefits, too, for
family security. Of course, there's a powerful technical training
program and important promotion opportunities.

If the academic wars are getting you down, declare a cease-fire. Take a break
with a rich and chocolatey cup of Suisse Mocha. It's just one of seven deliriously
different flavors from ^mimtmm
mm
General Foods'
International Coffees.
GENERAL FOODS' INTERNATIONAL COFFEES.
AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR.

*msm

C IM>OtWIIFoMlC«poi«iori

For more information, send your resume or call 216-676-0490
a

NA VY MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS OFFICE
16101 SNOW ROAD, INTERPORT PLAZA III
BROOKPARK, OHIO 44142

Get Responsibility Fast.
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Golf team finishes second
by BUI Vojia
sports reporter

The women's golf team
started off the season in fine
fashion by placing second in the
Ferris State Tournament at the
Katkae Golf Course this past
weekend.
The Falcons improved each
day as they shot 319-317-316 for a
54-hole total of 952. This only
trailed Michigan State, which
set a team record 296 on the last
eighteen holes for a total of 904.
Ferris State and Northeren Illinois tied for third with 960. Next
was Michigan with 984, National
College of Education at
Evansville with 1,134, and Notre

No new
QBfor
Browns
BEREA, Ohio (AP) - Coach
Sam Rutigliano said yesterday
he is having no second thoughts
about having installed Paul McDonald as the Cleveland
Browns' starting quarterback,
although the coach admits McDonald is suffering through
some serious growing pains.
"I don't know if the word
'patience' is the answer, because I think Paul is going to be
a fine quarterback," Rutigliano
said. "I just think he needs to
have that big game, put it all
together.
''The biggest struggle he's
fighting right now is what he
thinks is the weight on his shoulders - and it's really not on his
shoulders. He just needs to have
a big game, and everybody
around him will feel a lot better
about it."
MCDONALD, WHO took over
as the Browns' starter after
Brian Sipe left for the United
States Football League this
year, was sacked seven times
and intercepted three times in
Sunday night's 24-14 loss to the
Denver Broncos, which dropped
the Browns to 0-3 - their worst
start since 1975, when they lost
their first nine games.
Part of the problem, Rutigliano indicated, has been the
offensive line, which was shook
up by the injury that ended
veteran lineman Cody Risien's
season.
But part of the problem also
rests with McDonald and other
members of the offensive unit,
the coach said.
"I THINK the 16 sacks (in the
first three games) are a lot, but
as you evaluate them on film,
there's a number of them that
could have been avoided (by
McDonald)," Rutigliano said.
"Frankly, some other people
have to assume some responsibilities. We have to get Mike
Pruitt going better, and some
receivers. In the three games
we've played, there have been a
number of passes dropped."
Defensively, Rutigliano had
very few complaints.
"We put pressure on (Denver
quarterback) John El way all
night. That's why there were a
lot of errant throws. We forced
him to fumble. We forced him to
throw an interception. We
dropped two other interceptions
that were right in our hands,"
Rutigliano said. "They only had
one concerted scoring drive."
PERHAPS THE biggestproblem nagging the Browns, Rutigliano said, is one he feels he can
do nothing about. Matt Bahr,
last year the most reliable
kicker in the National Football
League, has missed field goals
that could have dramatically
changed each of the past two
games.
"I hope he kicks one and gets
out of the apparent slump he's
in," Rutigliano said. "This happens to all of them (kickers). It's
like hitting in baseball.
"And then when it happens to
you, everybody knows what you
need to do to get it better. The
best source he would have is his
dad. His father has trained kickers in the NFL. He's a great
soccer coach at Perm State.
Maybe he can go up there. That
would be up to Man."
The Browns suffered only one
serious injury in Sunday's
game, a shoulder separation
that will sideline defensive back
Rod Perry for three to six
weeks. The Browns were shopping for a replacement.

Dame brought up the rear by nior Terri Gruner showed the with every tournament.
biggest improvement of any"Since this was our first tourshooting a 1,175.
MEDALIST FOR Bowling body over the weekend by shoot- nament, we were naturally a
Green was Geralyn Repasky. ing 253 on a 8946-78. Her 78 on little nervous and uptight. We
She was a model of consistency the last day was a bis factor in have to get our heads into tourby turning in scores of 81-77-79 the second place standing for the nament play and be more comfor a three-day total of 237. Falcons, who finished fourth in petitive in game situations," he
said.
Sandy Ensminger set two new the tournament last year.
Every Tuesday the Lady Falpersonal records when she shot
"She made the difference,"
cons have an 18-hole match bea 78 on the second day and golf coach A.J. Bonar said.
finished the tournament with a
BONAR WAS also pleased tween themselves to see who
240. Claire Batista shot 78-83-81 with the rest of the teams' per- will participate in the upcoming
matches for that particular
for a combined score of 241 while formance.
team captain Susanne Ohlsson
"Everybody gave a super weekend. Any linkster who can
finished with a 242 on scores of team effort and our mechanics shoot a 237 or better in the preare very good," Bonar said. "I vious tournament, like Repasky
78-83-81.
Freshman Laura Broadbent like where we are right now and did last week, will automatically
did a respectable job in her first the exciting thing is that we qualify for the next match. Of
tournament ever by turning in a didn't play our best this past the nine players on the team,
87-80-79 to finish at 246 and ju- weekend. Our goal is to improve only six can play.

Falcon
Fever
CATCH
IT!

Myles Pizza Pub
FREE 6 Pack of
Pepsi with any 16" Pizza
Delivery Only

5J6jTWooster\_

Expires 9/18/84

J352-7504

This week's best

TOLEDO. Ohio (AP) Quarterback Dennis Swearingen of Ohio University and
defensive tackle Pat Brackett
of Central Michigan share the
Player of the Week honors in
Mid-American Conference
football.
SWEARINGEN. a junior
from Martins Ferry, Ohio, led
the Bobcats' 31-17 league triumph at Ball State Saturday.
He completed 14 of 22 passes
for 185 yards and three touch-

downs and ran 11 times for 42
yards.
Brackett, a senior defensive tackle from Dearborn, Mich., made 11 tackles,
eight of them solos, in Central
Michigan's 17-12 non-conference victory over East Carolina.
He stopped an East Carolina runner for a 2-yard loss
on a crucial third-down play
and then assisted on a tackle
on fourth down

Meadowview Court
Apartments
214 Napolean Rd.
Bowling Green, OH.

352-1195

1 Bedroom - $270
furnished
all utilities paid
TWO BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
$250-265 - unfurnished
• laundry facilities • drapes • carpet • party & game room
• swimming pool * sauna
Free membership to Cherrywood Health Spa with lease

0

American Heart
Association

VvFRE FIGHTING FORVOUR LIFE

*********************** *******************

*************•••*■*»**** *»*••********»**
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Classifieds
Sept 16. 1984

CAMPUS<CITY EVENTS
ASM MEETING
(M.I.S CLUB)
Tuesday. September 18. 1984
Room 115, Education Bldg.. 7:30 p.m.

ATTENTION ELEMENTARY EDUCATION AND
SPECAIL EDUCATION MAJORS Final day 10
apply (or a MEP Spring 1965 September 21.
Application forma are available In Room 529
1 ducaten Building DON'T FOHOETTII

THE SAILING CLUB ** be rowing an organualional meeting lor all Interealed students on
Tuesday. Sept 18 at 9 00 p m m 222 MSC

KIS 1 hour photo processing at Ben Franklin

Coma Sail Away! The aeeon'e juit begun tor
ihe BOSU Sailing Club. Join ui Tueaday
nlgill at 9 Dm In 222 MSC

The Student National Education Association wi
be having an organizational and informational
meeting on Sept 18th at 7 00 pm. In room
210 ol Hayes Has Al interested education
majors are urged to attend

THE MISS BOWLING GREEN STATE UNtVERSITV SCHOLARSHIP PAOEANT EXECUTIVE
BOARO INTERVIEWS APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE 425 STUDENT SERVICES BLDO AP
PUCATION DEAOUNE SEPTEMBER 24.
TWELVE NOON

TOPLESS DANCERS
wM not be attending the first
Farnmafdng Club Meeting
rm 304 Eppler South
8 00 pm TONIGHT

INVOLVEMENT
American Marketing Aaaocatlon Formal Meet
«ifl TONIGHT m McFal Center at 7 30 pm
Quest speaker WaB Street Journal Proper
attire i
MEN'S CLUB SOCCER MEETING
WEDNESDAY. SEPT 19 AT 9 00 pm
ROOM 100 BA
THE MISS BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY SCHOLARSHIP PAGEANT EXECUTIVE
BOARO INTERVIEWS APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE 42S STUDENT SERVICES BLDG APPLICATION DEADLINE SEPT 24. TWELVE
NOON
PROJECT VOTE '64: ANY PERSONS WISHMO TO ASSIST WITH THIS NON-PARTISAN
VOTER REGISTRATION CAMPAIGN SHOULD
COME TO A MEETING AT 7:30 IN THE TAFT
ROOM (3rd FLOOR UNION).
Sept. 19. ACADEMIC ADVISING
Capital Rm . 2nd fl. Union. 11.30
That panel discussion wi alow participants to
develop an understanding ol the advising and
reraetranon process Come and find out what
academic advising is all about, and what your
advielor can do lor you'
Panel Members Joan Morgan. University Division; Jennifer Spietvogel. College ol Health and
Community Services. Kathleen Sleiger, College
ol Buaaiess
The reorganized society lor creative anachronism wfl be demonstrating mldevs retnactmenls
on the union oval Tuesday from 11 30-3 30
p m Tournament lighting and musical features
wi8 be retfianled Rain date Tnurs 9 20

SERVICES OFFERED

TUTORING
Basic Math-Algebra-Calculua
RedrJing-G/arnrnar-Compoaition
Cat 874-3349 alter 8 pm
OAKHURST LEARNING CENTER

THE STUDENT WELNESS CENTER HAS
TRAINED PEER NUTRITION CONSULTANTS
TO ANSWER YOUR QUESTIONS ABOUT
NUTRITION, DIETING, t MENU PLANNING.
AVAILABLE TUESOAYS NOON TO 2:00 1
THURSDAYS 11:00 to 4:00 ON A WALK-IN OR
APPOINTMENT BASIS. 220 HEALTH
CENTER. 372-0302.

Picture yourself living and working In Washington DC while earning BOSU credit. Open
to all ma|ors through Washington Center
Internships Open meeting Mon. Sept. 17 al
4:10 m Ihe Unlea, or call 372-0202.
Picture yourself living and working In WashingIon DC while earning BGSU credit Open to all
maiors through Washington Center internships
Open meeting Mon Sept. 17 at 4 30 in the
Union, or call Center for Educational Options 20202.

Dan- I'm glad we've become closer up here.
because you've been a great Irlend (and
bodyguard!) I hope we always stay 'buddies'.
Happy Brthday. Dude1 Love ya. Kelly
Deb Danlele and Kim Prusha
We're glad to have you back thla year. Lets
took lorward to a greet eemesterl Keep up
ihe spirit! Alpha Slg UI Biases.

Fouta Typing
excellent quetty
U Deliver
80' pg DS
On-Campus pick-up
*i'pg
Mrs Fouts. 889-2879

YOUTH FOR EASTER SEALS ORGANIZATION
IF INTERESTED CALL flONNI VALENTINO
372-4268

Typing. Papers, dasertabone. etc 372-2281

or 3520835
Typing end Word Processing
papers, resumes, letters
Nancy 352 0809
Abortion, pregnancy testa, student rates Canter lor Choice, downtown Toledo 419-2557789

PERSONALS
ATTENTION CLICHE:
MYRTLE BEACH BOUND OR WHAT/ LETS
GET OUT OF THIS TOWN AND HAVE SOME
SERIOUS Q A S
Another beleted Congrats to Val Clptak and
Rich Blmonte on their AXO—Alpha Slg la■sllering Best wlshesl Alpha Slg III sltaee.
ASM MEETING
(M.I.S. CLUB)
Tuesday, September 18, 1984
Room 115. Education Bldg . 7:30 p.m.

LOST & FOUND
LOST: One thin, gold beaded bracelet
Near Fraternity Row. Friday night.
Reward Cal'372-4572
Losl One Mack wane! on Thurs . Sept 0
outside of Union If found please call 372-2801
and ask lor Dana

BUSINESS MAJORS
THE FRATERNITY PHI BETA LAMBDA IS
CURRENTLY SPONSORING ITS FALL MEMBERSHIP DRIVE. IF YOU'RE A FUTURE BUSINESS LEADER, AND WANT TO BE
ASSOCIATED WITH THE LARGEST AND
FASTEST GROWING BUSINESS CHAPTER IN
THE STATE, REGISTER NOW IN THE FRONT
LOBBY OF THE BA. BUILDING, SEPT. 10-21;
Bam - 3pm. JOIN NOWII

ATTN SPEECH AND HEARING MAJORS
Welcome Back Orgartzabonal Meeting. Tuea .
Sept 18. 7 30. Rm 105 South Hal. Don't miss

«!'

Meeting for anyone interested in
helping with this non-partisan
voter registration campaign.

AVAILABLE NOW! National compnay looking
lor rMtntmlora or dealers to handle energy
mgmt ayatema High income potential, small
inventory Investment Cal Mr Watson to! tree
al 1 800-982.4908
Inetatera Need people lo Install energy mgmt
equipment StS'hr or pax) per installation (low
voltage) Cal Mra FOOT to! tree at 1 800-9824908
Is 4 true you can buy leaps lor S44 through the
US government? Get the lacts today1 Cal 1
312 742 1142 Em 1794

Dee Dee Jablon Thanks lor iponeoring me aa a
CIS-O I'm looking lorward to a great year wUti
al ol my new sialera" Love your baby hooter.
Janna Meson

TOLEDO SYMPHONY SEASON'S TICKETS
9 CONCERTS/S20 Men Floor
ON SALE NOW -UAO--3d Floor Union
AND AT THE COLLEGE OF MUSIC

Joe Smith-Thanks so much lor all your help
and support! Your shorn did not go unappredeted. We're gonne miss you! Alpha Slg
Lir Slsses.

CALL 372-2181

LAURA STIRLNG
Have the beaten B-day ever!
Low, your Heart Ha

WANTED

Lore.
Trtanka tor carrying on the tradition. Your the
best camey big anyone could have. Love your
carney wile, jl.

THREE GIRLS NEED ROOMMATE. 5lh AND
ELM. CALL USA AT 354-8383 AFTER 7 30
PM
Need more room? 3 girts need 4th. Specious 2
bdrm apt Only $93rmo Beautiful Spa tact
lies 352-8937

Mary Cay. Uaa S Amy.
Thanks lor being euch Fun Roomies
Cherie
Pleese call 372-2MS
and wish Nancy Frobose a nice day!

HELP WANTED

ROYAL GREEN
A hardworking service organization wants you
aa a member! New membership drive meeting
on tueaday Sept 18 al 9 pm m 263 Memorial
Ha*. Everyone la welcome

EARN J400 TO $800 A WEEK WITH OUR
PROVEN ENVELOPE PROGRAM FROM
HOME. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSAERY? NO
OBLIGATION? FREE DETAILS
SEND
STAMPED ENVELOPE TO LACUNA'S P.O.
BOX 25791, CHICAGO. IL 808260791

ROYAL GREEN
A fun dedicated, hard-working service
organization wants you as e member!
Organizational meeting on Tues Sept 18
at 9 p m In 253 Memorial Hal
Everyone is welcome'!

Now accepting applications. 1 hiring for bar
lenders, waiters, and waitresses Muat be 21
Apply m person al Buttons alter 8 pm
Need part time energy consultants In local area
No experience necessary Can be Vjone after
normal work S800 J2400 per month Cal Mr
Joyner to! free at 1 800-962-4908

• RUSH ALPHA SIGMA PHI •
Build your own aundae night
YOUR LAST CHANCE FOR MILES
TO RUSH FOR A REASON
meet the brothers and little slaters ol
* ALPHA SIGMA PHI '
* ALPHA SIGMA PHI '
RUSH 7:30 to »:30 pm.

PROJECT VOTE 1984

Vote Mart, Eckstein USG-Olatrlcl One
Totally constituent Oriented
All will be heard
,
Mo owe will be silenced

Break Dance teacher wanted . Cal VMennee
Dance Studio Cuetar OH (18 mass from BG)
8693723
Part 8 Fun time, maintenance skis, a auto
desirable, but not necessary Cal 352-5335

SeWng and Sales Management Club Membership Drive In B A Lobby
Join Now

FOR SALE

Sti looking at bare wals9 Then come to the
Laser Art Sale In me Student Service Bldg
Forum, Sept 17-21 from 10:00-4:00 and
cover those wafts with great prime. Sponaored
bvAAS

Million - Dollar Tournament Soccer Table.
Like new. 1375 or bail oiler
Gary 354-8303.
PEUGOT 12 SPEED BIKE
HARDLY USED
CALL PETE AT 354-7338

Streamers has s special surprise coming
soon! Watch lor details.

Chevy Impale '74 Very dependable. 70K mi
Am Fm S trk. 1B mpg $225 Refrigerator $85.
Coucn $30 Cal Tom McGanna 354 7217

Tim Foley
Congratulations on making orientation
board! We knew you could do Nil Love-Jen 8
Elaine.

1962 HONDA 750 CUSTOM WINDJAMMER.
LOW MILES 354-3071

AUDI 100LS new transmission, battery, rear
Need Money? Why not sen Avon For more Ikes, starter Wfl give to higheet offer Andy
nlormation please cal Pnysa at 352-5833
, 352-7043
'80 Lecar deluxe, am/fm stereo, sun root, race
$20O0rDeat offer. 352-4236 after 4pm

TONIGHT, 7:30 p.m.
TAFT ROOM, 3rd FLOOR UNION
■er-trtr-er-ir-trlr-tftc-er-er-er-tr-ec-er-ecft'/r'er-er-tr-trlr-tr'er-fr-erlrtr-tricer-k

As a Marine Officer, you could be in charge of
a Mach 2 + F/A-18A, a vertical take-off Harrier
or one of our other jets or helicopters. And
you could do it by the time you're 23. But it
takes a special commitment on your pan We
demand leaders at all
levels. We teach you to
be one. If you're a freshman or sophomore, ask

about our undergraduate officer comnussioning
programs. If you're a junior, check out our
graduate programs. Starting salaries are from
$17,000 to $23,000. And you can count on
going farther... fester.
,\Uybtyouc*nbtoneot'us.

Gofarther.

71 VWBua
Rune wel. Muat eel.
Cal 382-0508

Confused

about birth control
methods?

FOR RENT

Call a friend
at Planned Parenthood

354-35410

£

Rent 3-bedroom house lomiehed Hurry, thla
Is s good one! $330 plus uUMIee 3547842.
or 372-4493
Video Caaaette and Video Disc rental
3 days. 3 movies. $29 95
Praaps Video Cir 1028 N Main
354-3513

AH Methods ol Birth Control
Pregnancy lasts • Pap Tests
Annual Exams • Vasectomies
VD Oiagnoeia • Infertility Counseling
Fees are based on your income

Daly Rental and Leasing $ 14 00 perday Auto
Outlet 362-2227 1010 S Mam St

kinkcs

\

.***

* The Campus Copy Shop «/*
OPEN EARLY " OPEN LATE • OPEN SEVEN DAYS
OPEN EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS
SO YOU CAN MEET YOUR DEADUNES
STORE HOURS: 7:30-10 p.m. M-F

9:00-6 Sal

Noon-5 Sun.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
t-.dited by Trade Michel Jaffc
ACROSS
1 Publisher
Henry
5 Sweetens the
pot
10 Photographed
U ■The mind is
like
"■
Wilbur
15 Street snow
16 Amazon
estuary
17 One hit (or i
home run
19 With. In Cannes
20 Sweep
21 Lucille's son
22 Home to some
wildlife
24 Coliseums
26 Nabokov novel
28 Vegetable
30 Classify agam
33 Pour cut
copiously
36 Garden bloom
38 Literary co»ec
tion
39 See to
40 Negn and
namesakes
41 Comic WilSOn
42 Food tor Fido
43 F-mger of toe
44 Flocks pens
45 See 61 Across,
as example
47 Neutral lone
49 More
mysterious
51 Publicizing
55 Beach house
57 Nobleman
59 Tyro
60 Too bad'
61 Diamond per
former ■
64 Dover delicacy
65 Belgian city
66 Took the
subway
67 -F— out
(persevered)
68 Gnaw
69 Rumple

See Capt Fedyna or Lt Bembenek Sept 18 & 19 on campus or call collect (313)
961-0892

DOWN
1 African capital
2 German sub

3 Director Frank
4 Numerical
ending
5 Overdue debt
6 Collars
7 Linger behind
8 Teleost fish
9 Concerned
mainly about
others
10 Laconian
capital
11 Really enjoy
12 Raw materials
13 Diplomat's
asset
18 Formal command
23 Si.ck
25 Mamie Eisenhower, nee
27 High-flown
29 Farthest or
highest pom)
31 Tennyson
character
32 Pool measures
33 Greek walkway
34 Flippant
36 Alert

37 Ring king
40 Pathetic
41
and
twenty blackbirds "
43 Actor Bruce
44 Trim for a chop
46 Chartered
48 Magic
50 Rent anew

52 -I believe
*'
53 Food end
clothes
54 Skirt features
55 One way to pay
56 Lily skin
58 Fish food
62 Architects org.
63 Hurier's asset

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE;
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